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                 A Biography in Bronze

A bronze memorial is an elegant, enduring work of art that helps preserve the memory of a loved  

one – your way. Share their precious life story for generations to come and honor their legacy for 

eternity. From simple and timeless, to a sophisticated visual expression, your bronze plaque memorial 

can be artfully cast in your choice of size and design, with nearly unlimited ways to express with love, 

the story of a life well-lived. 
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SIMPLY TIMELESS™

Selection made easy
ENHANCED EXPRESSION

Complete custom        



Simply Timeless™ 

Selection made easy 
With so many details to attend to, our Simply Timeless™ selection makes choosing a bronze memorial 

plaque much easier. In five simple steps, choose from among our most popular designs, sizes and 

options, and be assured that your choices will produce a beautiful, elegant and flawless expression of 

tribute for your loved one.

SIMPLY TIMELESS™ | Selection Made Easy

2. Add a Border
From simple to ornate, a border helps set your plaque apart beautifully. Or choose the clean lines of a borderless presentation. These 
popular choices help you form the look and feel you wish to convey. 

1. Select a style and size
Think about the size of your 
memorial. Your funeral planner or 
memorial producer can help you 
select the best size and orientation 
for your application.

GROUND CRYPT

MONUMENT
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4. Personalize your message
Your Simply Timeless selection offers a canvas to fully 
express your words and convey valuable information. 
Limited only by your imagination, include vital 
information and create your message the way you 
want.

5. Memorialize with imagery
From lifelike imagery created from your photo, to 
detailed elements that enhance the beauty of your 
memorial plaque, choose the visual elements you 
prefer. We can create a flat relief image of any 
element – be it a portrait of your loved one, to images 
of your own design, to decorative elements from our 
wide selection of standard artwork.

We transform flat artwork into rich, dimensional elements 
that add a decorative touch or a personalized expression
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TEXTURE

COLOR

LEATHERETTE SAND

3. Choose a color and texture
While many select elegant black or bronze brown as a 
background color, you may have the option to choose from a 
larger palette of colors (your planner can provide details). 
Below is a selection of our most popular colors, textures and 
finish options for your plaque.  TBD

SIMPLY TIMELESS™ | Selection Made Easy SIMPLY TIMELESS™ | Selection Made Easy



Enhanced Expression 

Complete custom 
For complete artistic freedom of your memorial expression, we can produce  

your custom memorial plaque that describes the most unique characteristics or personalized wishes. 

Our castings offer nearly limitless visual creativity, designed to capture the heart of your thoughts, and 

our machined bronze plaques offer a unique, clean design aesthetic. With our Enhanced Expression 

custom line, your memorial plaque aspirations can become an enduring reality for generations to come.
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MACHINED BRONZE

ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom

Unmatched Depth and Detail
Our castings and machining capabilities are 
unmatched. We can capture the most articulated 
visual details and word styles to create the timeless 
memorial you want.

CAST BRONZE

Unlimited Shapes
Modern memorials are much more than rectangular. 
Explore unlimited geometric shapes, highlight plaque 
elements, or choose freeformed expressions.
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Borders
Decorative borders offer the ability to separate  
your bronze plaque from the background on which  
it is mounted or rests. We can honor most any request  
for border design or textures. Here are several of our most 
popular design profiles and textural elements

Expanded Textures and Finishes
Our classic textures and finishes provide a rich 
and durable look that enhances the beauty of 
your custom bronze memorial plaque.

Cast Letters
The addition of our beautiful, durable bronze cast 
letters proudly proclaim your family name for 
generations. A growing choice among memorial 
builders, our multiple styles of cast letters also 
helps visitors easily find grave sites.

ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom

Choose a standard or custom type 
style, size and color you want – from 
timeless classic fonts in polished bronze 
to modern fonts in matte finishes that 
reflect a clean design aesthetic. The 
nearly limitless choices are yours. 
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Epitaphs
Important words, beautiful thoughts, personal quotes, inspired sayings, expressions of faith, and 
important family history are all vital elements of your bronze memorial. With our custom solutions, 
your canvas is limited only by your creativity. Express your warmest memories, convey your family 
heritage, and offer generations of visitors the inspirational thoughts that capture the true personality 
and lasting legacy of your loved one.

IN REMEMBRANCE

FOREVER 
LOVED

FOREVER  
IN OUR HEARTS

AN INSPIRATION 
       TO ALL

A LONG LIFE WELL-LIVED

GENEROUS OF HEART, 
CONSTANT OF FAITH

A LW AY S  TO G E T H E R

Military & Public Service Commemoration
Honor those who gave of themselves to serve others. We can incorporate an official military branch seal 
into your plaque design, or those representing first responders, such as police and fire departments. 

From crests, icons, scrolls and elements, 
you can include the symbols that best 
convey a life story and legacy

ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete customENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom

Religious Symbols
An expression of personal faith provides comfort 
for all who visit. We offer an extensive collection of 
element artworks and iconography from virtually 
any religious affiliation, or can create symbols based 
upon your preferences or supplied artwork.

Thematic Symbols
Capture family heritage, values and personality of 
your loved one with symbols of your choosing, 
including fraternal orders. Whether used as 
decorative elements or symbols, crests or icons of 
deep personal meaning, we can incorporate the 
images that give added context to a rich and 
active life.
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DEVOTED  
IN LOVE
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Dimensional Sculpted
The ultimate sophisticated expression is our 
dimensional sculpted bronze memorials. A true 
work of art, we can create images of elegant 
simplicity to one of incredible depth and story. 
From montages of multiple images that capture 
the rich dimension of a lifetime, to portrait and 
background images, to hand-crafted artworks, 
these unique and powerful bronze castings 
convey rich memories, evoke honor and deep 
feelings in the most vivid and everlasting way.

Portraits and Imagery
The most vivid expression you can create in bronze is the likeness of your loved one. 
Permanently capture a smile and personality, and help those who follow reflect upon the 
loving face of those who went before them. 

Beloved 
Husband  

and Father

ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom

Imagery can  
vary from full  
color portraits, to  
artistic sculptures,  
to creative montages  
of multiple images.

BAS RELIEF

ETCHING

GICLÉE

FLAT RELIEF

PHOTO 
RELIEF

ENHANCED EXPRESSION | Complete custom
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A Timeless Vision For You
For Assistance:
(703) 707-0858

Info@VisionSign.Net

Enduring quality that spans generations.

Expressed in permanency and quiet elegance, bronze conveys a richness in meaning and reverence for 

any family. Your bronze memorial will help honor and preserve the memories of your loved one – not 

only for you, but for future generations to come who will be comforted and inspired by your tribute. 

It is the distinct honor of our bronze artisans to help you hold and share your memories through our 

hand-crafted memorials. We promise to attend to the smallest details of your vision with care, and 

deliver a personalized tribute of the highest and most enduring quality. 


